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Integrating NFV and ICN for Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems

Jianan Li, Jun Wu, Guangquan Xu, Jianhua Li, Xi Zheng, and Alireza Jolfaei

Abstract—Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) have
been proposed as an alternative to driverless vehicles to provide
support for automotive vehicle decisions. As a significant driving
force for ADAS, the Augmented Reality (AR) provides compre-
hensive location-based content services for in-vehicle consumers.
With the increase in request for information sharing, the current
stand-alone mode of ADAS needs a shift to the multi-user sharing
mode. In this paper, to address the high mobility and real-time
requirements of ADAS in 5G environments, and also to address
the resource orchestration and service management of big data in
intelligent transportation systems, we integrate the Information-
Centric Network (ICN) and the Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) with ADAS to support an efficient AR-assisted content
sharing and distribution. This integration eliminates the imbal-
ance between the content requests and the resource limitation
by splitting the virtual resources and providing on-demand
network and resource slicing in ADAS. We propose an incentive
trading model for assistance content caching services and also
propose a novel mechanism for optimal content cache allocation.
Our extensive evaluation confirms that our proposed mechanism
outperforms the past literature in terms of the cache hit ratio
and latency.

Index Terms—Augmented reality, driver assistance,
information-centric network, Internet of vehicles, network
function virtualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of the Internet of Things (IoT),
the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is rapidly evolving and

changing the smart city architecture [1]–[3]. Along with the
recent developments in IoV and 5G communication tech-
nologies, driverless vehicles have become a reality and have
received extensive attention in industry and academia. Al-
though the research on driverless vehicles has made some
breakthroughs in terms of feasibility and practicality, such as
Google driverless car [4], Cycab [5] and ISRobotCar [6], it is
still in research phase due to technology limitations.

Recently, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
have been proposed as an alternative to provide support for
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automotive vehicle decisions. ADAS heavily relies on Aug-
mented Reality (AR) technologies [7]. ADAS provides traffic
information and other types of online assisted content, such
as smart parking information, accident information, weather
information, passenger information, and local service adver-
tisements for in-vehicle consumers. The AR-assisted ADAS
satisfies consumers’ demand for driving safety while providing
the consumers with massive vehicle assistance information.
Besides, AR provides consumers with diverse content that
correlates with time and space attributes and improves the
consumers’ content interaction experience. ADAS supported
by AR could generate real-time and reliable data, such as the
real-time three-dimensional space navigation system. There
has been some research concentrating on this field. WayRay,
a Swiss AR technology provider, is working on AR auto-
motive head-up displays, which accurately combine image
information into actual traffic conditions [8]. Mercedes-Benz
introduced a virtual assistant “Ask Mercedes” composed of AI
robots and AR, which replaces the car driving manual [9].

As the request for information sharing increases, the current
independent mode of ADAS needs to shift to the multi-user
sharing mode. The increasing mobile content demand has been
a driving force to vehicle’s connection to the Internet [10]–
[12]. However, IoV in 5G faces major challenges that affect
current architectures. The future trend of driverless vehicles
puts higher requirements on the architecture’s support for
mobility and real-time [13]. Due to the huge demand for
content in ADAS, vehicles need to obtain information in real-
time. Rapid changes in the network topology of IoV makes
real-time processing of information inefficient. Information-
Centric Networks (ICN) is considered as the next-generation
network architecture that supports IoV [14]. Firstly, it marks
the content by the name prefix of the information. Secondly,
ICN nodes could cache the content close to the consumer,
which reduces the latency of data transmission and increases
the content transmission rate. Thus, ICN increases the efficien-
cy of obtaining content that repeatedly requested by a large
number of consumers. Ignoring the source host of information,
ICN focuses on the content, which is a solution to solve the
extensively distributed AR content interconnection, sharing
and interaction challenges in ADAS. In-network caching nodes
of ICN can increase the content transfer rate and can improve
the content acquisition efficiency. The ADAS based on ICN
could realize the communication between V2V, V2I, and
V2R, while ensuring the high-speed and stability of vehicular
communications.

As an emerging big data application, ADAS faces the
challenge to improve the consumer’s experience under dif-
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ferent Quality of Service (QoS) requests. Firstly, in the case
of massive assistance content provisioning and sharing in
the multi-media big data environment, there is an imbalance
between resource providers and in-vehicle consumers. There
exists a challenge to satisfy consumer’s requests under differ-
ent conditions. Secondly, the constraint by multiple factors,
such as network status, device capabilities and resources,
assistance content services require a flexible new architecture
and management orchestration system. In 5G environments,
there has been some research that apply Network Function
Virtualization and Software Defined Network (NFV/SDN) to
multimedia applications. The NFV provides a flexible service
management and resource orchestration for big data multime-
dia applications. The NFV technology is applied to achieve the
splitting of different functions on the same infrastructure [15].
However, there has been no research that applies NFV for
ADAS resource allocation. To address this challenge for AR-
assisted ADAS, we introduce NFV to allocate virtual resources
and achieve multiple driver assistant applications processing.

To this end, we integrate NFV and ICN with the advanced
driver assistance system to support AR-assisted content shar-
ing and distribution. ICN is a scalable and distributed solution
for multi-user sharing mode in ADAS. NFV is introduced to
allocate resources for big data computing and transmitting. In
this paper, we aim at providing on-demand extensively dis-
tributed AR content interconnection, sharing, and interaction
for advanced driver assistance systems.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Efficient content sharing and distribution. We solve the
extensively distributed AR content interconnection, shar-
ing, and interaction challenges in ADAS. Our proposed
mechanism achieves an efficient distribution of driving
assistance content, such as traffic content, navigation con-
tent, and vehicle interaction content. ICN is introduced
as a distributed architecture to provide support for the
mobility and real-time of multi-user ADAS.

• Resource allocation. In the case of massive content
provisioning and sharing in ADAS, there is an imbalance
between the resource of providers and the demands of
consumers. To eliminate the imbalance between the re-
quest for content and resource, we split virtual resources
and provide on-demand network and resource slicing in
ADAS. NFV is integrated with ICN to allocate resources
for computing and transmitting in our proposal.

• Optimal caching. We propose an incentive trading model
for assistance content caching service and a strategy for
optimal content caching allocation.

• Cache hit ratio and latency. The proposed solution out-
performs past methods in terms of the cache hit ratio and
latency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the related works are presented. In Section III, we propose the
architecture of the driver assistance system integrating NFV
and ICN. In Section IV, we propose a caching mechanism
for our system using an incentive model. Section V gives the
evaluation results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

In Industry 4.0, AR has been extensively used in multiple
industrial applications [16]. As driverless vehicles are increas-
ingly becoming popular, AR in vehicles has received more
attention in recent years [17]. Authors in [18] proposed a coop-
eration model for autonomous vehicles’ crossing intersections
with respect to multiple constraints. Authors in [19] addressed
the local caching management in a mobile environment and
adopted different caching strategies according to the priority
of object content. The authors in [20] proposed an approach
for 3D tracking registration applied to augmented reality
head-up displays (AR-HUD), which could efficiently extract
image feature points. These works all concentrated on the
applications of AR and made efforts on AR-assisted driverless
vehicles. Despite these efforts, the assistance content sharing
and interaction in ADAS has not been addressed.

Some existing research has introduced ICN to IoV [21].
There have been many works committed to the networking
structure in ICN-based IoV to improve the reliability and
usability [22]. Authors in [23] classified existing representative
protocols in broadcast and unicast, and gave some directions
to future hybrid protocols in ICN-based IoV. To satisfy the
demand for real-time content in the mobility environment
and to solve computational force constraints in the cloud,
a Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has been introduced to
provide caching and computation service for vehicles in ICN.
In [24], Meng Wang, et. al. proposed a fog-based IC-IoV
architecture using the characteristics of vehicular data. ICN
has been considered as an alternative to current network
architecture. However, there has been no research considering
ICN for ADAS.

The development of AR faces the challenge of limited
resources in IoT. There has been some research concentrating
on addressing the constraint of computational capacity for the
application of AR. To relieve the computing stress of the cloud,
some research introduced edge to satisfy the computational
request of AR [25]. The authors of [26] concluded a survey
of current research on edge in the area for tactile Internet
and AR/VR applications. They also discussed some challenges
and significant directions for future works in this field. The
authors of [27] proposed an MEC-oriented web AR service
architecture and gave deployment details. The authors in [28]
realized an MEC-based web AR application implemented in
the case of remote live support, which achieves real-time
offloading with available WiFi using standard compression
techniques. The Dynamic Adaptive AR over the Edge (DARE)
proposed by [29] is a network protocol that could dynamically
configure the computation task and resource allocation of AR
applications according to wireless channel status and computa-
tion workloads. The energy-efficient resource allocation [30]
in MEC-based AR services is also considered in [31]. This
proposal was based on the data delivery and computational
features of AR services during the communication process.

The NFV has been introduced to enable resource manage-
ment and infrastructure sharing for big data applications in
5G environments [32]. The authors of [33] integrated name-
based forwarding in ICN with NFV. The authors of [34]
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed system

suggested an architecture that integrated SDN [35] and ICN
for 5G wireless networks. The cognitive network functions
virtualization approach in ICN proposed by [36] supported
smart analysis for big data applications in next-generation
networks. The authors of [37]–[39] considered the security
[40] for big data analysis in NDN. Moreover, strategies for
resource allocation in NDN have recently been investigated in
[41]–[47]. The authors of [48] and [49] addressed the wireless
network virtualization in 5G. The authors of [48] proposed an
incentive mechanism to address the resource allocation and
service provision in the wireless virtualized networks. The
authors of [49] proposed a preventive traffic disruption model
to reduce the traffic during the link failure.

Compared to previous works, this paper firstly solves the
extensively distributed AR content interconnection, sharing,
and interaction challenges in ADAS. ICN is introduced as
the network architecture to support the mobility and real-
time requirements of in-vehicle environments. To eliminate the
imbalance between the request for content and resources, we
split virtual resources and provide on-demand network and
resource slicing in ADAS. NFV is integrated with ICN to
allocate resources for computing and transmitting.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we propose a four-layer architecture for
the AR-assisted advanced driver assistance system integrating
NFV and ICN, as shown in Fig. 1. Details of the NFV deploy-
ment is depicted in Fig. 2. Finally, we illustrate the driving
assistance processing based on our proposed architecture as
shown in Fig. 3.

The AR-assisted ADAS integrating NFV and ICN is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. AR provides consumers with diverse assis-
tance content that correlates time and location attributes. The
content delivered by AR is strongly correlated with space and
time, which is suitable for rapid dynamic changes in vehicle’s
mobile environment to provide traffic information and driver

assistance service. In-network caching in ICN could selective-
ly cache more efficient content, which significantly reduces
redundant traffic. The computing and storage capabilities of
vehicles with AR are limited by hardware and energy. Besides,
AR content is time-sensitive that requires lower latency. To
address this problem, an edge-cloud cooperation is introduced
to achieve computing and caching offloading. The edge service
provides a low latency AR content delivery to vehicles. NFV
is deployed to achieve resource allocation.

A. ICN-based architecture

In the proposed system, the vehicle is responsible for image
capture and information acquisition, while the computation
and image matching tasks are processed at the edge/cloud. Due
to the limited resources at the edge, some content requests
cannot be satisfied at the edge. The vehicle sends content
requests to ICN for a network query. ICN supports content
collaboration to provide consumers with content delivery. The
cloud serves as a basic centralized database that collects global
information.

1) Terminal layer: Terminals are located at the bottom
layer, including cameras and sensors for data acquisition. The
collected data is transmitted by the communication interfaces
(such as 5G, Wi-Fi, NFC, and Bluetooth) equipped with the
vehicle to the edge processor for analysis and reprocessing.
Limited by the computing power and energy of the vehicle
sensors, the terminals in IoV are not responsible for the
processing and image matching. At the same time, vehicles act
as data producers to provide AR-related content (such as social
information, traffic information, image information [50]–[52])
to other consumers in IoV. The augmented content is sent back
to AR terminals for presentation.

2) Edge layer: The edge platform is located at the second
layer, which consists of the mobile edge computing service
platform, mobile edge management module, and edge caching
storage [53]. The edge is responsible for handling task requests
from vehicles and processing lightweight computing tasks. The
computing task includes image feature point extraction, image
matching, image tracking computation, and processing for AR
tasks. Edge caching storage provides distributed storage [67].
The mobile edge management module is responsible for func-
tion management, infrastructure planning, and management
information upload. The edge is interconnected with ICN
through an intelligent gateway. After the edge receives the
AR processing request sent by the vehicle, the edge performs
lightweight computation operations. The edge queries the
corresponding content in the edge augmented content cache
database as requested. If the relevant content is queried, the
content is returned and rendered and displayed on the in-
vehicle AR device. If the query fails, the request is forwarded
to ICN.

3) Network layer: ICN acts as the bearer network to
interconnected devices. The local queries which failed to get
required content are sent to the network. The network com-
ponents include cache store, Forward Information Database
(FIB), and Pending Interest Table (PIT). PIT records the
interest packets that have been forwarded but has not yet
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Fig. 2. Advanced driver assistance system integrating ICN and NFV

been responded to its arrival interface. When a response data
packet is forwarded via a PIT entry, or a PIT entry exceeds
a time threshold, the entry is deleted. Cache store caches
related content close to consumers. Due to the characteristics
of AR content, we propose an ICN caching mechanism for
AR content as the following. The FIB is generated by the
name-based routing protocol. The FIB records the next-hop
interface of the interest packets. It allows for multiple entries,
which indicates that ICN allows multiple data sources and
parallel queries.

There are mainly three categories of content in the system.

• Environment information, which includes navigation in-
formation, vehicle status, environmental reminder, and
other traffic safety-related content. This type of data is
related to vehicle’s location and is time-sensitive.

• Entertainment information, which includes entertainment,
social service, and advertising content services for con-
sumers provided by in-vehicle systems, such as movies,
music, AR games, and AR videos. Compared to tradi-
tional IoV entertainment services, AR-assisted in-vehicle
systems offer more forms of entertainment services.

• Augmented content. Augmented content refers to the
knowledge and data of augmented reality which includes
models, images, anchors, and text files. The target objects
for the vehicle mobile smart devices need to be identified
and matched. After retrieving the cached database, the
matched augmented content is queried and transmitted to
the augmented reality device for rendering and display.
The sharing and distribution of augmented content sup-
port the multi-user collaboration in the advanced driver
assistance system.

For better content collaboration, we divide the content into
two categories: private content and public content.

• Private content is for a single vehicle, which is not
allowed to be distributed by the system. Due to the
access restrictions, private content is only cached on
edge/local devices. This category includes the follow-

ing information: a) Private social content, which is not
allowed to be shared in the network due to consumer
requirements; b) Private vehicle content. Vehicles collect
massive privacy information through sensors [54]–[56],
such as a microphone, in-vehicle camera, AR-HUD, and
driving recorder. Sensitive content includes driver ID, dai-
ly driving directions, mobile program login information,
and preference information.

• Public content supports networked sharing, distribution
and content collaboration. Public content includes a)
Environmental vehicle content. The non-sensitive content
collected by the vehicle supports sharing via communi-
cation interfaces (such as WiFi, LTE, 4G, 5G, Bluetooth)
to the in-vehicle network. Public vehicle data includes
vehicle diagnostic information, geographic location in-
formation, vehicle exterior environment information, road
condition information, and vehicle event records; b) Aug-
mented content, which is stored in publicly available
databases for consumers queries, downloads, and ren-
dering; c) Entertainment content. Networked AR-assisted
ADAS provide public social information for interaction
and communication with other consumers.

Based on the above classification principles, we allocate
cache space for content streams in IoV. Due to the terminal’s
limited cache space, private contents are stored in the edge
storage space. To achieve content collaboration, in-network
caching in ICN is utilized to cache the public content. Pub-
lic databases avoid redundant and repetitive data collection
while realizing cooperation and sharing, which improves the
processing efficiency.

4) Cloud layer: The cloud provides access control, resource
management, and load balancing services, which is connected
to the edge and device through ICN. Besides, the cloud
provides storage and computing resources through Network
Function Virtualization. Computation-intensive tasks that are
difficult to be satisfied at the edge are assigned to the cloud
for execution. As a centralized infrastructure, the cloud also
plays the role of a traditional centralized database.
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B. NFV deployment

To eliminate the imbalance between the request for content
and resources, we split virtual resources into virtual system
slices to allocate resources for computing and transmitting in
the advanced driver assistance system. For a specific content
requested by a consumer, the system should achieve the
following functions: 1) Plan routes in the virtual network; 2)
Assign computing resources to complete image matching; and
3) Implement adaptive streaming rendering and transmission.
To achieve the splitting of different functions on the same
infrastructure, we deploy NFV in the system based on the
architecture mentioned above.

The hardware resources from edge clouds, core clouds, and
networks are virtualized into computing, storage, and network
virtual resource pools. Network Function Virtualization Infras-
tructures (NFVI) is deployed over the hardware resource pool.
The location of NFVI is at the edge cloud and core cloud. The
NFVI provides resources for network services and deploys
management services at the data plane. The locations where
NFVI is deployed at the edge and cloud depend on the cost
of the deployed assistance services and node capabilities. The
allocation policy is provided by SDN controllers.

The SDN controller is the functional entity that provides
traffic management and resource scheduling at the control
plane. The principles for policy provisioning are the following
information collected through application programming inter-
faces (API): 1) Network state; 2) QoS requirements; 3) Sensor
states; 4) Device capability. SDN controller provides control
for core cloud NFVI and edge cloud NFVI. The functions of
the SDN controller are the following: 1) Node configuration;
2) Dynamic link allocation; 3) Computing resource allocation;
and 4) Data transmission and routing. The SDN controller
provides a routing and transmission policy and a resource
allocation policy for the data plane.

As shown in Fig. 2, the NFV splits system slices for as-
sistance services. In the proposed system, computing, storage,
and network resources are virtualized and are split into several
virtual slices. Each slice processes for specific content in
the corresponding scenarios. The SDN separates the control
and forwarding of network services into the control plane
and data plane and provides a standard interface between
the control plane and the data plane. The SDN controller
generates management policy and communicates with the data
plane deployed in the edge/cloud. The NFVI at the data
plane is a set of sensors, routers, and other components. For
instance, consumer 1 with AR device whose device capability
is expressed as α sends a request of content a, while consumer
2 with AR device whose device capability is expressed as
β sends a request for content b. The NFV provides virtual
function slices for them. Content a is transmitted through path
Ω to the edge. The edge clouds process image matching and
transcode to allow live adaptive streaming depending on the
allocation policy A. Content b is transmitted through path Ψ
to the edge. The edge clouds process the image matching and
transcode to allow live adaptive streaming depending on the
allocation policy B.

C. Driver assistance processing
Conditional driverless vehicle is gradually becoming a real-

ity. During the driving process, the drivers must pay attention
to the inside and outside of the vehicles to ensure safe
driving. At the same time, drivers obtain road conditions and
traffic information to avoid traffic accidents. To assist drivers
in driving efficiently and safely, content collaboration and
efficient content delivery make sense in new driver assistance
systems. In this section, we illustrate the driver assistance
processing in our system as follows.

The camera and sensors carried by the vehicle collect data
in real-time and extract useful driving information. The vehicle
sends a content request to the edge and retrieves the augmented
content. For the retrieval of failed environmental data and
augmented content, the vehicle is networked for inquiries. The
ICN provides a content-centric search and delivery. Through
the content collaboration at the network layer, the system
can quickly retrieve content and demand response. The ICN
retrieves the content requested by the vehicle through the
interest packet and automatically returns the data packet along
the original path. SDN controllers provide virtualized network
slices for different content services. The transmission link and
routing is chosen according to the policy. Then, the image
processing is achieved at the edge according to the resource
allocation policy. The processing layer analyzes and provides
driving assistance information according to the acquired con-
tent. The windshield or side glass in vehicles serve for the
display. The driver adjusts the driving behavior or makes other
decisions based on the driving assistance information.

As shown in Fig. 3, the specific processing steps of ad-
vanced driver assistance system integrating NFV and ICN are
as follows:

1) Depending on the vehicle demand, the driver sends a
content request, which is sent by the in-vehicle communication
unit to the edge.

2) The edge processing module retrieves the corresponding
content (including augmented content and driving information)
within the database upon request. If the retrieval is successful,
the edge returns the information to the vehicle processing unit.
The vehicle renders the image and displays environmental
prediction information and driving assistance information on
the display.

3) If the retrieval fails, the edge further sends a content
request to ICN. The node sends an interest packet to the nearby
nodes according to the request. After the node receives the
interest packet, it first queries the cache storage. If the cache
hits, the packet is returned in the original path.

4) If the cache misses, the node queries PIT and FIB,
forwards the request to the next hop and records it in PIT
until the cache hits.

5) After receiving the corresponding data packet, the node
queries the cache and selectively caches the content according
to the cache policy specified below. Besides, the node queries
PIT and forwards the content to the recorded entries.

6) The edge receives the content returned by the network
and stores it in the edge database and sends the content to the
vehicle processor. The vehicle provides driving assistance and
decision making based on the information returned.
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Fig. 3. The flow of the proposed system

IV. CACHING CHALLENGE IN THE SYSTEM

In this section, we discuss the content caching challenges
in our work. First, we consider a caching service between
an Infrastructure Caching Router (ICR) and a set of Content
Providers (CPs). We formulate a resource allocation and pric-
ing incentive model. Then, we propose a solution for optimal
caching localization.

A. Incentive mechanism for caching

In this section, we consider an incentive trading model for
caching between an ICR and a set of CPs. In our system,
the AR content could be cached on the path, which improves
content acquisition rates and reduces the link congestion. CPs
rent ICP’s caching service to provide consumers with more
efficient content services. The benefits of CPs come from
consumers fees for content [57]. ICRs provide caching service
for CPs and gain profits from CPs. Both CPs and ISPs want
to maximize their benefits and create a game. To deploy cache
services for AR content, an incentive mechanism for ISP and
CPs should be considered. To this end, we propose a two-stage
Stackelberg game in this section.

1) Problem formulation: We set a network model with
one ICR and a set of CPs N = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The content
request rate follows a Poisson distribution. The hit probability
of content is expressed as h = 1 − e−λt. The hit ratio is
related to the profit from consumers to CPs. The popularity
of content provided by CPs follows the Zipf Law. Popularity
ranks is defined as K = {1, 2, . . . , k}. The unit price for
content in each rank is defined as pk. sk is defined as the
number of cached chunks for content in rank k from j-th CP.
Sj = {sj1,sj2, . . . , sjk,}. Then, we formulate our game model
as G = {SJj∈J , SR;UJj∈J , UR}.
• SJj∈J is the strategy set of CPs, that is, the number

of cached chunks for content in rank k from j-th ISP
SJj∈J = {Sj |j ∈ N, 0 < sjk < s}. SJj∈J is the strategy
of CP that is the optimal prices for content caching:
SR = {pk |k ∈ K, 0 < pk < p}.

• UJj∈J is the utility function of CPs. UR is the utility
function of ISRs.

2) Utility formulation: We formulate the utility functions
of CPs and ISP. The benefits of CPs come from the price
that consumers pay. The price paid by consumers is positively

related to the popularity of the content. The request rate
for content depends on the popularity rank. We assume that
δc is the unit price for content from consumers to CPs.
The cost of CPs consists of: 1) the cost of renting cache
services from ICR; and 2) the cost of service dissatisfaction.
The service dissatisfaction function is a decreasing quadratic
differentiable function that defines upper and lower limits. qk
is the dissatisfaction value. Thus, the utility function of CPs
is expressed as

Uj =

N∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

(λikδc − sjkpk)− qkβksjk . (1)

The profit of ICR comes from the cost of CPs renting cache
service, while the cost of ICRs is the caching cost of content.
The utility function of ICR is expressed as

UR =
K∑
k=1

sjkpk −
K∑
k=1

(
Wjk

βk

)sjk
. (2)

3) Game equilibrium between ICRs and CPs: We define the
resource trading between the ICR and CPs as a Stackelberg
game model.

Theorem 1. In the game G = {SJj∈J , SR;UJj∈J , UR}, the
caching strategy set Sj∗ = {sj1,sj2, . . . , sjk} is the best
caching strategy.

Proof: First, we find the first derivative of the utility
function of CPs with respect to sjk.

∂Ui
∂sjk

= pk − lnβqkβsjk . (3)

The second derivative is
∂2Ui
∂sjk2

= −(lnβ)2qkβ
sjk < 0. (4)

Therefore, we can find the best caching strategy for CPs. When
∂Ui

∂sjk
= 0, we get

sjk
∗ = logβ

−pk
qklnβ

. (5)

Remark 1. A Stackelberg Equilibrium exists and is unique in
G = {SJj∈J ;UJj∈J}.
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Fig. 4. Proposed dynamic probabilistic caching strategy

Theorem 2. In the game G = {SJj∈J , SR;UJj∈J , UR}, there
exists a Stackelberg Equilbrium.

Proof: We get the first and second derivative of the
utility function of ICR with respect to pk.

∂2Uo
∂pk∂pg

=

{
∂2sjk
∂pk2 +

∂sjk
∂pk
− ψjk k = g,

0 k 6= g,
(6)

ψjk = lnχjk

[
χjk

sjk lnχjk
∂sjk
∂pk

+ χjk
sjk

∂2sjk
∂pk2

]
, (7)

where
(
Wjk

βk

)
= χjk.

We have ∂2Uo

∂pk2 < 0. Thus, by a backward induction
approach, we find the Stackelberg Equilibrium of the game.

B. Probabilistic caching

In this section, we formulate the model of caching place-
ment for assistance content and provide a probabilistic caching
strategy according to the features of augmented content. The
goal of the proposed caching optimization strategy is to reduce
communication overhead and propagation delay in the limited
cache store.

The processing architecture of the proposed dynamic prob-
abilistic caching strategy is presented in Fig. 4. There are
three modules in ICN nodes, which include the configuration
module, processing module, and acquisition module. The
processing module obtains the content-aware information and
pre-processes data for the next module. The processing module
receives and processes the data according to our proposed

TABLE I
RELATED PARAMETERS

dynamic probabilistic caching strategy. Then, the configuration
module makes the caching decision according to the cache
policy.

We propose a probability caching strategy that compre-
hensively considers three dimensions: popularity, cost, and
location attributes [58]. Popularity reflects the frequency of
requests for content. The cost describes the communication
overhead of the distributed cache. Given the sensitivity of
AR content to location, new location models should also be
considered. Probability-based caching strategies have received
a lot of attention. Dynamic probability caching is an effective
way to reduce cache redundancy and it improves the quality
of acquisition.

The information-centric network is modeled as G = (V,E).
The set of nodes is identified as V = {n1, n2, . . . , ni| i ∈ N},
while the set of edges in the network is described as E. There
are N nodes in our model, where each node caches augmented
reality content with a specific possibility. The set of content is
identified as C = {cm|m = 1, 2, . . . ,M}. The total request
rate of node i is identified as ri, and the request rate for content
c of node i is identified as rc,i. We assume that the content
size is Sm and the average content size is Sa.

To further formulate the model, we define the related
parameters in Table I.

We assume that popularity, location rank, and cost are k,
D, and T , respectively. Accordingly, the probability of node
i to cache the content is

Pc,i = (k,D, T )× w, (8)

where w = (w1, w2, w3)T is the set of weights, and w1+w2+
w3 = 1. The weight is determined by a comparison matrix,
which is given as follows [59]:

A = (aij)n×n =


1 a12 · · · a1n

a21 1 · · · a2n

· · · · · ·
. . . · · ·

an1 an2 · · · 1

 . (9)

In the comparison matrix, aij indicates the weights of the
factor i relative to the factor j. aij > 0, and aji = 1

aij
.
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We set
Aw = λmaxw, (10)

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A.
Then, we estimate the consistent rate of estimated weights:

CI =
λmax − n
n− 1

. (11)

CR = CI
RI , where RI is a random consistent index. CR must

be less than 0.1.
The comprehensive multidimensional dynamic probability

cache optimization problem is formalized as follows:

max :
∑
i∈N

ξi
∑
c∈C

(k,D, T )w, (12)

s.t.
∑
c∈C

ci,j ≤ CSi, (13)

k ≤ k∗, (14)∑
c∈C

ci,j ≤
∑
e∈E

b∆t, (15)

where 0 ≤ D ≤ 1, 0 ≤ T ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. The objective
of the model is to maximize the caching possibility of AR
content for consumers in vehicles. ξi is a binary variable,
which is 0 when the content is not cached, while 1 means
the content is successfully cached in the router. CSi is the
size of content store. k∗ is the threshold value of popularity
rank.

1) Popularity model: The popularity of cached content
has a distribution characteristic. We assume that when the
number of statistics is large enough, the access frequency is
approximately equal to the access probability. As in previous
works, we assume the distribution of augmented content fol-
lows the Zipfs Law [60]. The popularity of content is inversely
proportional to its statistical rank.

We assume a set of content C = {cm|m = 1, 2, · · · ,M},
where the content is numbered according to the popularity
level. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ M , the popularity of ci is higher
than cj . In the function, M denotes the number of content,
σ is the value of the exponent characterizing the distribution.
K denotes the popularity rank. The frequency of elements of
rank k is f(k;σ,M), which is described as

f(k;σ,M) =
1/kσ∑K

k=1 (1/kσ)
, (16)

where Ψ =
∑K
k=1 (1/kσ) is the N -order normalization

coefficient.
The frequency can also be described as

f(k;σ,M) =
r c,i|∆t

r i|∆t
. (17)

Since the popularity changes over time, we give a method
of dynamic updates for popularity. During the interval ∆t,
the popularity level is determined according to the popularity
model when the content is transmitted to the node.

f(k;σ,M)t+∆t = f(k;σ,M) + µ∆t, (18)

where µ is the number of request arrival for the content during
the interval ∆t.

Thus, the update of popularity ranks can be described as

kt+∆t = f−1[f(k;σ,M)t+∆t]. (19)

2) Location model: Location is an important attribute of
AR-assisted content. Location-related request distribution is
ubiquitous in the IoV environments. Optimizing the caching
strategy in ICN based on spatial characteristics has been a re-
search direction of concern. Due to the mobility of the vehicle,
spatial feature-based cache optimization is more significant.

The location attribute of AR content is reflected in two
aspects. Firstly, the AR content requests of the mobile devices
is biased according to the area. The requested probability of
content is related to regional group preferences. The location
relevance of AR content is not only reflected in the distribution
differences of requests. As an information integration of the
real world and the virtual world, AR adds virtual positioning
objects in the three-dimensional scale space. The content
requested by AR devices is mostly related to the environment
in which it is located. In this case, the content related to the
local environment is more likely to be requested. Therefore, in
our model, the geographic location of the content also needs
to be considered.

We divide the area in which the vehicle travels into M grid
areas. Each area in the map is numbered as Aj . The number
set of areas is identified as M = {Aj | j = 1, 2, . . . ,m}. The
distance between two areas is judged by the number. The
distance between the two sectors is represented by D. The
normalized expression of the distance is defined as D.

The purpose of the location model is to take into account the
local location properties of the content. In addition to consid-
ering vehicle needs and group preferences, content caching
needs to consider localization attributes. To represent the
location attribute, we propose a modified naming mechanism
below.

3) Cost model: Considering the communication overhead
in the content transmission process, the cost model should be
formulated. The degree centrality is the most direct measure
of node centrality in network analysis and it is one of the
indicators for measuring the importance of a node. The degree
centrality is expressed by the number of neighbour nodes
directly connected to the router. The centrality indicates how
busy the node is in the network. Nodes with higher centrality
are burdened with more traffic.

The communication cost of content transmission is ex-
pressed by the ratio of the delay transmitted from the router
to the delay transmitted from the server. The delay includes
transmission delay and processing delay. The set of content
is C = {cm|m = 1, 2, · · ·M}. We assume that the content
size is Sm and the average content size is Sa. The content
transmission bandwidth is b. The transmission delay of a
chunk is tchunk. The delay transmitted from the router to the
consumer is given as

Trouter =
x∑
i=1

b∆t

SaCi
tchunk + τ, (20)
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where

Ci =
N∑
j=1

xij(i 6= j), (21)

and x is the hop from the router to the consumer, that is, the
distance that the content will travel on the path.

The delay transmitted from the server to the consumer is

Tserver =

x+y∑
i=1

b∆t

SaCi
tchunk + τ, (22)

where y is the hop from the content source to the router, that
is, the distance that the content has traveled from the source.
Accordingly, the cost model can be expressed as

T =
Trouter
Tserver

. (23)

4) Naming scheme: To implement the cache optimization
strategy for AR content, we have made changes to interest
packets and data packets. To store relevant environment infor-
mation for node query, we add prefixes to interest packets and
data packets.

There are two types of packets for content in ICN named
interest packets and data packets. The interest package stores
the user’s content request, which is composed of 1) content
name; and 2) distance 1. This field is added to mark the
distance of the interest packet from the consumer to the server;
3) selector; and 4) nonce, which is for the routing node to
detect whether the same interest packet has been received
during the forwarding propagation.

The data packet stores the content from the server to the
consumer, which consists of 1) location prefix. Considering
the location attribute of the content, the provider stores the
area number as a location prefix in the data packet; 2) content
name; and 3) distance 2. This field is added to mark the
distance from the server to the router; and 4) signature. The
ICN guarantees the security of data content through digital
signatures; 5) signed information, which includes publisher ID,
key locator, and stale time; and 6) data, which is the consumer
requested content.

After receiving the data packet, the node performs the next
cache decision based on the location prefix of the data packet
and its location number through the location model mentioned
above.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed solution using
Icarus, that is, a simulator for evaluating the performance of
caching in ICN. We compare our solution with Leave Copy
Everywhere, Cache Less For More (CL4M) [61] and Popcache
[62] strategies. The LCE is the mostly used strategy in ICN,
which means a copy of content is cached in every router
along the path. The CL4M caches items in the router with
the greatest betweenness centrality, which is considered as
a representative considering network topology. The Popcache
caches items with a probability determined by the popularity
of contents in ICN. We choose the Popcache because it is one
of the most popular caching strategies in ICN.

TABLE II
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

Fig. 5. Cahce hit ratio versus cache size in different topologies

In our simulation, we choose four real network topologies:
TISCALI [63], GEANT [64], WIDE [65], and GARR [66].
TISCALI is one of the main European alternative telecom-
munications companies and GEANT is an academic network
which supports European research and education networks.
WIDE is the Japanese academic network and GARR is the
global academic network. The simulation environment is pre-
sented as Table II.

In our model, the content follows a Zipf distribution. The
Zipf exponent α ranges from 1.2 to 2.2. alpha indicates the
intensity of the popularity distribution. The cache to content
population ratio C indicates the proportion of cached size to
total content size, which ranges from 0.01 to 0.06.

We evaluate the performance of strategies with two metrics:
latency and cache hit ratio. The cache hit ratio indicates the
proportion of the corresponding cache found in the current
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Fig. 6. Latency versus cache size in different topologies

content, which is defined as the ratio of the number of cache
hits to the total request. The latency represents the time interval
from when the consumer sends a content request to when the
content is obtained.

We compare the impact of content popularity distribution
on proposed solution and other strategies in different network
topologies as shown Figs. 5 and 6. As the figures show, the
overall performance of our proposed solution is superior to
other strategies. When α < 1.2, the proposed solution achieves
the second-best performance, slightly worse than Popcache.
When α > 1.2, the proposed solution is stable and performs
best, while the performance of Popcache is unstable. The
reason for this is that our proposed solution considers location
attributes and reduces the average distance of content from
nodes to consumers.

Caching strategies generally show better performance in
WIDE and GEANT topologies. When α ∈ [1.2, 2.2], the
performance of popcache gets worse. This is because the
topology in the original simulation is simpler, which is the
network models of cascading and the binary tree. Our proposed
solution achieves a superior performance in real-world net-
work topologies. This is mainly because our solution considers
multiple factors of cost, popularity, and location.

Then, we investigate the impact of changes in popularity
on strategy performance. We evaluate the performance for
α ∈ [1.2, 2.2], when C = 3%. As α increases, the cache
hit ratio increases and latency decreases for all strategies.
In particular, the proposed solution shows the best and most

Fig. 7. Optimal price versus content popularity

stable performance in the distribution of high skewness content
popularity.

Fig. 7 shows the optimal caching price versus the content
popularity. This figure shows that the content with higher
popularity is more inexpensive. For CPs, consumers request
content that is more popular. Therefore, CPs set higher price
for unpopular items to get greater benefits. For ICRs, they
prefer to cache popular content that could get greater profits.

We compare the impact of cache to population ratio for
proposed solution and other strategies on cache hit ratios and
latency in different network topologies, as shown in Fig. 8.
The increase of cache to population ratio implies the increase
of cache size. It is shown that as the cache share increases,
the performance of all strategies increases. The increase in the
size of cache implies that the probability of finding matching
content in the cache increases. This also means that more
content can be cached on nodes closer to the consumer.
Therefore, the latency is also smaller. However, considering
the cost of increasing the cache size, the performance of the
system cannot be improved by continuously increasing the
cache size in the actual scenario. The performance of Popcache
decreases as the cache size increases. This is mainly because
as the size of the cache increases, the impact of the distribution
of content popularity decreases. This reflects the importance
of comprehensive consideration of multiple attributes.

In a nutshell, our proposed solution achieves the best
performance in different real-world network topologies. As the
distribution of content popularity and the cache environment
change, our proposed solution maintains stable performance.
When the content popularity distribution is increasing, the
proposed solution has more obvious advantages.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we integrated NFV and ICN with the advanced
driver assistance system to support efficient AR-assisted con-
tent sharing and distribution. We solved the extensive dis-
tributed AR content interconnection, sharing, and interaction
challenges in ADAS. To eliminate the imbalance between
request for content and resource, we applied NFV to split
virtual resources and provide on-demand network and resource
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Fig. 8. Cahce hit ratio and latency versus popularity in different topologies

slicing in ADAS. We proposed an incentive trading model for
content caching services and a strategy to optimize the caching
localization. We evaluated the proposed mechanisms against
the state-of-the-art benchmarks, and the results confirm that
our solution outperforms past works by a large margin. In
our future work, we will explore more efficient optimization
methods for resource allocation, and we will address the
security and privacy concerns in driver assistance systems.
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